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Controls

In 2004 T.A.B. Sheet Fabrications Ltd acquired Advanced 

Infrared Systems. T.A.B. had a long association with Advanced 

Infrared Systems manufacturing bespoke control enclosures 

and heaters to AIS designs.

Advanced Infrared Systems has over 30 years of experience in 

designing and manufacturing infrared heating/processing equipment 

and bespoke controls.

Within its customer base are also the automotive, textile, printing, 

plastics and painting industries. Some of the customers we have 

supplied directly are Nissan Car Company, Ford Motor Car Company, 

Rolls Royce, B.A.E, ColorSteels, Corus (British Steel), Luxfer Gas 

Cylinders, Kurt Muller.

With continual technology changes and increasing customer 

requirements, T.A.B. and Advanced Infrared merged to meet  

this requirement.

As a result, in 2004 T.A.B. acquired Advanced Infrared Systems and now 

has the facilities for designing and building purpose-made controls 

to enable reliable interfacing between different manufacturers 

equipment, be it AHU’s, condensers, fans, heater batteries,  

electro-static filters or process heating and curing equipment.

Our controls design and manufacture division can build to  

customer specification, or supply directly from our stock range  

of standard controls.

Tab’s continual investment within the controls division has enabled us 

to produce our latest digital communications control system.  

This system allows constant monitoring and feed back to the client, 

either via local sources, or by means of telephone, text messaging, 

Internet or wireless connection. With this technology you are able to  

fine-tune, remote control or fault find without engineers attending 

site. In many cases our digital system, can greatly reduce the amount 

of costly cabling between equipment and controls.  

Call us now on 01621 858 848 to discuss your requirements.TABTAB
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Our controls design and manufacture division can 
build to customer specification, or supply directly 
from our stock range of standard controls.


